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By Samuel R. Delany

Vintage. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 256 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in. x 4.9in. x
0.7in.Given that the suns of Draco stretch almost sixteen light years from end to end, it stands to
reason that the cost of transportation is the most important factor of the 32nd century. And since
Illyrion is the element most needed for space travel, Lorq von Ray is plenty willing to fly through the
core of a recently imploded sun in order to obtain seven tons of it. The potential for profit is so great
that Lorq has little difficulty cobbling together an alluring crew that includes a gypsy musician and
a moon-obsessed scholar interested in the ancient art of writing a novel. What the crew doesnt
know, though, is that Lorqs quest is actually fueled by a private revenge so consuming that hell stop
at nothing to achieve it. In the grandest manner of speculative fiction, Nova is a wise and witty
classic that casts a fascinating new light on some of humanitys oldest truths and enduring myths.
This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is really gripping and exciting. Yes, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just e ortlessly can get a
pleasure of looking at a published pdf.
-- Tony Dickens-- Tony Dickens

Comprehensive information for publication enthusiasts. It is rally exciting throgh reading through time. I am happy to tell you that here is the greatest
book i have got read through in my personal existence and can be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Reese Mor issette-- Reese Mor issette
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